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COMPLETE METRICS WITH NONPOSITIVE

CURVATURE ON THE DISK

DUONG MINH DUC

(Communicated by Barbara L. Keyfitz)

Abstract. We consider complete metrics on the unit disk in S   that are equiv-

alent and conformai to the Poincaré metric.

Introduction

Let D = {x £ R2 : \x\ < 1} and K be a real function on D. In [6], Kazdan

asked when K was the Gauss curvature of a complete metric conformai to the

Poincaré metric on D. In [1,2,5] we have the "Yes" answer under the following

condition:

(0.1) There exist two negative constants a and b such that in a neighborhood

of the boundary dD of D
a<K <b < 0.

We also have the "No" answer in [2] if K is nonnegative in a neighborhood

of dD. In this paper we replace (0.1) by Lp-conditions weaker than the old

one. It is natural to use Lp -conditions because we define the length of curves

by integration.

Our method is as follows: Let K0 be a nonpositive Holder-continuous func-

tion on D, which is the Gauss curvature of a metric p = e"°(dx2 + dy2)

such that p is equivalent to the Poincaré metric. Consider the perturbations

K = (K + K0) and v = u + u0 of K0 and u0, respectively. We try to find

conditions on K such that there is a bounded solution of the equation

(0.2) Au = K0e2u° = (K + K0)e2u°e2u   in D.

(Note that Au0 = -K0e2u°.) When K0 = -l, e2u° = 4(1 - \x\2)~2, and (0.2)

becomes

m,,, 4 4(A:-l)é>2"    .    _
0.2 Au =-5-r - —-^5-    in D.

(l-\x\2)2      (l-\x\2)2

Our results are the following theorems.
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Theorem 1. Let K be a nonpositive Holder-continuous function on D and KQ

a nonpositive Holder-continuous function on D, which is the Gauss curvature of

a metric conformai and equivalent to the Poincaré metric. Then

(i)  There is a solution u in W^'2(D) n C2(D) of (0.2), if

,2

(0.3) f |A"    'v°'  dx < oo

(ii) Moreover, this solution is bounded if there are positive real numbers p

and e such that p > 1, ^j(l - e) < 1, and

K-K,lP{Ue

(0.4) / £:Jd (] -■(l-\x\

&-jdx<
^p(l+e)2

00.

Theorem 2. Let K be a nonpositive Holder-continuous function on D and KQ

a Holder-continuous function from D into [a, b], a<b<0. Then the conclu-

sions of Theorem I hold.

Remark. Here K may not satisfy (0.1) for any a and b. Some special exam-

ples of K considered in the theorems above have been given in [2].

In §§1 and 2 we prove the theorems for the case K0 = -1, and we consider

general cases in the last section.

1. Existence

Denote by X the family of measurable functions u such that

Ml Í "2 Jll"IL = /  -——¿dxKoo.
Jd (1 - \x\)

Let r £ (0, 1) and Dr = {x £ R2 : \x\ < r}. We have the following lemma.

Lemma 1.1. Let K £ X, r £ (0, 1), and v £ W0 ' (Dr).  Then there exists a
1   1

unique solution u in W ' (Dr) of the equation

m n a 4 4(K-l)e2v     .   _
1.1 Au =-T-j-V"T    m Dr.

(l-\x\2)2      (l-\x\2)2

Proof. Using the Trudinger imbedding theorem [3, 7, 9], we see that the func-

tions in the right-hand side are in L2(Dr). Thus by [4, Theorem 8.9, p. 185]

we get the lemma.    D

Fix a K in X. By Lemma 1.1, the following mapping is well defined:

F:W^2(Dr)^W¡'2(Dr)

ut  s     a-1 ( 4 4(K-l)e2u\
F(v) = A-=-j-t^t \ •

\   (l-\x\2)2      (l-\x\2)2 J

We have the following lemma.
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Lemma 1.2. Let r £ (0, 1) and K £ X. Assume K - 1 < 0. Then there exists
1    1

a solution vr in W0 ' (Dr) of the equation

n ™ a 4 4(K-l)e2v     .   _
(1.2) Au =--^-V"r    J« A-

(l-|x|2)2      (l-|x|2)2

Moreover,

(1.3) /  IV^I2^^ 8C||i:||2,
JDr

where C is the constant in the following Hardy inequality:

(M) / „ -,  t,2dx<C [ \Vu\2dx   yu£W^'2(D).
Jd (1 - \x\) Jd

Proof. By [4, Lemma 9.17, p. 242] and the Sobolev imbedding theorem, we see

that F is a compact continuous mapping from W^'2(Df) into itself. Put

A = {w £ W^2(Dr) : w = tFw for some t £ (0, 1)}.

We shall prove that A is bounded in W^'2(Dr).  Indeed, let t £ (0, 1) and

w £ Wç,2(Dr) suchthat

n«                      a                  4í            4f(*-l)g2"'
1.5 Ali; =-j-j-i-^-r-    inö.

(l-|x|2)2        (l-|x|2)2

Put w+ = max{0, w} and w~ = max{0, -w}. Multiplying both sides of

(1.5) by -w and integrating them on Dr, we get

(1.6)

Í ,r,   ,2 .       ,   í   Í       w            (K-l)we2w\   ,
/    Vu>   dx = 4i /   {-t^ + --   , ,    > dx,
V JDr\(l-\x\2)2 (1-\X\2)2     J

< 4 /  -^-^r{w+ + (* - l)»+fta+ - w~ - (K - l)w~e~2w~} dx.

¡Dr (1 - |X|   )

Since AT - 1 < 0, we have

(1.7) (K-l)w+e2w+ <(K-l)w+   and    - (K - l)w~ e~2w~ <-(K - l)w~.

By (1.6) and (1.7), we obtain

f \Vw\2dx<4Í       KW21dx
Jd -   Jd, (1-|jc|2)2'1-8) ,       ,J,2 ,   i2

Jd(1-\x\)2 2Cy„(i-|x|)2

By (1.4) and (1.8), we see that

|2    .        „   o-OII r^l|2
1.9) /  |Vm|2í/x< 8C||ä"|

■Ad.
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Thus, A is bounded in WQ ' (Dr). Applying the Leray-Schauder principle [10,

p. 245], we get a fixed point vr of F, which is a solution of (1.2) and satisfies

(1.3).   D

The proof of (i) of Theorem 1 for K0 = -I. Let {rm} be a sequence converg-

ing to 1 in (0,1) and u £ WQ' (D) such that {um\D } weakly converges to
1    ")

u\D  in WQ ' (Dr) for any r in (0, 1), where um = vr   is defined as in Lemma

1.2. Using [3, Corollary 1.3] we see that « is a weak solution of W^'2(D) and

satisfies (1.3).   D

2.  BOUNDEDNESS

First we need the following lemma.

Lemma 2.1. Let Q. be a bounded domain in Rn with piecewise-smooth boundary

dCl. Let g be a nonnegative measurable function on Í2 and h be in L (Cl) for
A
0some p > n/2. Let v be a nonnegative weak solution in w}' (Q.) r\L°°(dQ)

of the equation

Av = g + h   in £2.

Then IM^ is finite and bounded above by a constant depending only on p,

\\h\\p,and\\v\\x.

Proof. Let k be an arbitrary positive real number and C an arbitrary smooth

nonnegative function of compact support in Q, whose values lie between 0 and

1. Put

n(x) = Ç (x) max{u(x) - k ; 0},

Ak = {x £ Í2 : v(x) > k}.

By some simple calculations, we get

/Ja,.
\W\2C2 + J22^r(v-k).C-^r + (g + h)(v-k)i:2\dx^0.

]=l      1 1

Thus,

/  \Vv\2C2dx< [ {\\Vv\2Ç2 + 2\VÇ\2(v-k)2 + \h\(v-kK2}dx.
Ja, Ja,

Now, following the proof of [8, Theorem 13.1, pp. 197-199], we get the lemma.

D

In order to prove the boundedness of the solution «in §1, it is sufficient to

show that there is a constant M such that H^J^ < M for every r in (0, 1),

where vr is as in Lemma 1.2. Indeed, let r be in (0,1), wr = v* , and Q

be an open subset of {x £ Dr : vr > 0} with piecewise smooth boundary <9Q.

Since vr is in WQ ' (Dr), by the Sobolev imbedding theorem vr is in L°°(Dr).

Note that wr is a nonnegative weak solution in W]'2(Ç1) of

e2w' - 1 4Ke2w'

(2.1) Awr = 4--n- ii-
r       (l-\x\2)2     (l-\x\2)2
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On the other hand, we have

(2.2)

and

(2.3)

'rill <!M2<c||vM||2<8cVn,,

L Ke
2t>.

T-lx 2x2

1+e

dx < f-M.
Jd(1-\x

1+e   2(l+e)wr

,(l+6)2 + (l-£2)

(P-l)/P

(1 - l-xi

Using Theorem 1.3 in [3], we can estimate the last integral in (2.3) by || VuJ2,

then by HjRT||* • Therefore, by applying Lemma 2.1, we see that

bounded.

Put zr = v~ . Then zr is a nonnegative weak solution of

\w. X is

(2.4) Az  =4
1

.-lz.

,2n2
+

4Ke
-2z,

:i-w.
Arguing as above, we see that

bounded and ||w||„ is finite.

i - M2)2
in {x £ D : vr < 0}.

IMoJr is bounded. Therefore {|f^'r||00}r is

Ae2u° < 4(1 — |jc|2) 2 <Be2u"

Au0 = -K0e
2w„

3. General cases

Let K0 be as in Theorem 1. Then there is a C2-function u0 on D and two

positive constants such that

(3.1)

and

(3.2)

Let K £ X and v = u0 + u. Then we have

(3.3) Av + (K + K0)e2v = 0 & Au = K0e2u° - (K + K0)e2u°e2u.

Assume that K = K + K0 < 0. Then, by (3.1), (3.3) is similar to (1.1). There-

fore, by a similar procedure we can prove Theorem 1 for the case K0 ^ -1.

Now let a < b < 0 and K0 be a C -function from D into [a, b]. By

results in [1, 2], K0 satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1. Therefore we get

Theorem 2.   D
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